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TR-Pro
Mix mode operation
External channel switching
Front panel microphone
Radio access control

EMPOWER YOUR OPERATION
Nowadays, different kinds of challenges come to us, whether in public safety, public utilities or commercial
industry, we all have a lot of pressure to handle our day to day tasks. For better safety and efficiency throughout
your organization, instant communication is one of the most important requirements. To ensure that your voice
and data communication can reach everyone and everywhere, THINUX provides the TR-Pro series repeater,
which represents the next generation digital repeater, to meet your demands for communication coverage and
delivering reliable and high performance radio network services.

THINUX

Connectivity to more applications
*Two Ethernet ports and USB supported in Enhanced version only.

SMOOTH MIGRATION WITH YOUR BUSINNES GROWING
Your communication needs are always growing together with the business expansion. As your business expands
your communication needs grow too. As the organization becomes larger with more employees you will need to
upgrade your communication system to increase capacity and ensure continued working efficiency.
The TR-Pro series repeaters can be compatible with most THINUX system type: Analog and Digital Conventional
modes, XPT, Conventional Simulcast and DMR Tier 3 DS-6211. Whether you want to migrate from analog to Digital,
or switch to a large capacity trunking system, the TR-Pro series repeater can be unlocked by firmware upgrade and a
chargeable license. Simple, Smooth, and cost-effective.

GENERAL HIGHLIGHTS
Economical 1U Structure

AC/DC Auto Switch

The 1U height of the TR-Pro series makes it
compact, thus reducing space requirement for
installation.

The TR-Pro series support both AC and DC input and
AC/DC auto switching.

Wide Coverage

Analog & Digital Auto Switch

The communication range of TR-Pro series is
extended with enhanced Rx sensitivity. And the
Ethernet port enable access to IP networks,
which provides the capability for the TR-Pro to
connect everyone and everywhere.

The TR-Pro series can support mixed channel mode to
detect the receiving signal, then automatically switch
between analog and digital mode. The offers an easy way
to migrate to digital from analog.

ENHANCED VERSION HIGHLIGHTS
The TR-Pro series repeater offers standard version and an enhanced version. Both version support all the general
features, while the Enhanced version adopts a built-in-co-processor board to enable more advanced features. This
offers more options for users to choose according to their actual needs.
*The standard version can be easily upgrade to enhanced version with an add-on co-processor module board.
Outstanding Performance
The enhanced version of TR-Pro adopt an addon quad- core 1.6Hz co-processor and 2G RAM
for fast processing speed, which can process the
services faster and integrate more applications.

High Integration
The enhanced version of TR-Pro is integrated with
router and SIP gateways features. Less device and
simplified management. It offers a cost-effective
solution for your network construction.

Convenient Management
In the enhanced version a web-based back end
platform has been designed to simplify repeater
management. Configuration, upgrade and
real-time diagnosis can all be completed
through a web browser, which is ideal for
remote management.

High Security
The enhanced version of TR-Pro also adopts
SNMP3.0 technology to enhance communication
security. All your data is fully protected during the
communication.

GENERAL SOLUTIONS
THINUX offers a wide range of solution to enrich functionality for the TR-Pro series repeater. Dispatching
system, a back-to-back solution for cross-brand communication. Additionally the open API of TR-Pro can also be
provided for third party development to realize customization requirements.
Flexible Interconnection
The TR-Pro series repeater is designed as an intelligent communication platform. It is flexible in its ability to
connect with a variety of systems to provide seamless communication. THINUX can provide inter-system
communication connection to SIP Phones and Dispatch systems.

Wireless Link Communication
The wireless link communication is applicable for forests, highway, and other areas where the wired network is
difficult to be deployed. With the help of THINUX mobile radios TM-Pro or TM-Elite+ it is possible to establish
wireless communications between two system when there is no IP link.
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